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Abstract
The lateral septum is associated with the regulation of innate behavior, motivation, and
locomotion. Its complex interconnections with cognitive and affective regions such as the
hippocampus, hypothalamus, and medial septum have made it an attractive region for studying
how motivation regulates behavior in context-specific settings. This GABAergic brain region’s
main output is the lateral hypothalamus, which provides downstream signaling of motor
commands. Even though stimulation of lateral septum projections to the hypothalamus have
shown to decrease running speed in free behaving mice, characterizing movement kinematics
due to LS activation has not been studied. GABAergic medium spiny neurons of the lateral septum
were selectively activated through the use of optogenetic techniques in transgenic mice.
Photostimulation of the lateral septum at theta frequencies caused a non-significant decrease in
head and back speed. 3D motion analysis of body movement under photostimulation was
quantified, revealing a slow, linear decrease of body speed as photostimulation progressed.
These results support the role of lateral septum activation in movement regulation and shed light
on the specific manner in which stimulation of the LS gradually decreases movement speed.
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Background
The lateral septum (LS) is known for its highly regulatory role in innate behavior and motivation.
This brain region modulates behavioral responses depending on environmental cues (Sheehan,
Chambers, & Russell, 2004). It is a key player in mood regulation for its role in emotional
processes, stress responses, and fear conditioning (Singewald, Rjabokon, Singewald, & Ebner,
2011). This is not very surprising considering the various connections the LS has with regions of
the limbic system, diencephalon, and midbrain — all brain areas that are known for the regulation
of emotion (Sheehan et al., 2004). The LS has main projections to the lateral hypothalamus, a
part of the diencephalon known for its role in affecting locomotion through the command of
downstream motor circuits (Sinnamon, 1993). The varied connectivity patters and broad
regulatory role of the septum have made its study a complex feat. Therefore, this study focuses
on teasing apart the modulatory role of the LS in locomotion specifically.

Anatomy
The septum is divided into the lateral, medial, and posterior regions, with the first two being the
largest of them all (Talishinsky & Rosen, 2012). In the human brain, the septum is located in the
rostral telencephalon between the two brain hemispheres and is bordered by the corpus callosum
dorsally, by the subcallosal gyrus and hippocampal continuation rostrally, and by the nucleus
accumbens, subcallosal gyrus, anterior commissure, preoptic area, and anterior hypothalamus
(Andy & Stephan, 1968). The septum in humans is directly lateral to the lateral ventricles which
are separated by the septum pellucidum, a thin membrane of fiber tracts and glia connecting the
dorsal limits of the septum to the base of the corpus callosum (Raybaud, 2010). In rodents, the
septum is found between the lateral ventricles (Sheehan et al., 2004).
The medial and lateral septum differ by the nature of their connections with other brain
regions. Although both share connections with the hippocampus, the connections vary in direction
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and in neurochemical nature. The medial septum (MS) sends mostly GABAergic and cholinergic
projections to the hippocampus (Sheehan et al., 2004). On the other hand, the LS receives strong
glutamatergic input from the hippocampus. This hippocampal input received by the LS is
topographical in nature, with CA3 field neurons preferentially innervating caudal areas of the LS
and field CA1 and subiculum neurons projecting to the rostral and ventral parts of the LS (Risold
& Swanson, 1997). Apart from hippocampal projections, the LS receives input from the amygdala,
bed nucleus of stria terminalis, medial prefrontal cortex, and entorhinal cortex (Sheehan et al.,
2004). This input varies in nature: the LS receives monoaminergic and cholinergic projections
from the midbrain, dopaminergic input from the ventral tegmental area, serotonergic input from
the raphe nuclei, adrenergic input from the locus coeruleus, and cholinergic input from the
laterodorsal tegmentum (Sheehan et al., 2004).
The projections of the LS are topographical: the caudal region of the LS projects axons to
the lateral supramammillary nucleus, to the MS, and to the lateral hypothalamic area in a
bidirectional fashion. The rostral region of the LS sends signals to the behavioral control column
(Swanson, 2000). The LS holds dense projections with the lateral preoptic area, the midbrain,
and various lateral medial hypothalamus subregions such as the periaqueductal grey, which is a
key region in the control of driver state and motivated responses (Risold & Swanson, 1997)
(Deller, Leranth, & Frotscher, 1994). Similar to the MS, the LS is comprised mostly of GABAergic
MSNs. The inhibitory nature of the LS and the topographical input and output it holds with various
brain regions suggests made Santiago Ramón y Cajal suggest that the LS serves as the striatum
for the hippocampal cortex (Swanson, 2000).
The input received by the LS from the prefrontal cortex, entorhinal cortex, hippocampus,
amygdala, and hypothalamus suggest that the LS integrates cognitive and affective information
and then relays this information to the diencephalon and mesencephalon to control behavioral
responses as a function of environment cues (Sheehan et al., 2004). A diagram of the multiple
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outputs and inputs of the LS, adapted from (Sheehan et al., 2004), mirrors the complex nature of
the LS and further suggests that the LS plays a regulatory role in the brain (Fig. 1).

Behavior
Since the 1950s, the LS has been thought to play a role in coordinating behavior responses that
reinforce interactions with stimuli. Early studies of the LS showed that rats engaged in selfstimulation when electrodes were placed on their LS (Olds & Milner, 1954). This led to studies
that focused on understanding the lateral hypothalamus projections that terminate on the
dopaminergic neurons of the VTA, which in turn project to the nucleus accumbens to reinforce
behaviors (Sheehan et al., 2004). The brain circuitry described is the mesolimbic dopamine
system, which is known to be involved in the reinforcement of natural reinforcers, conditioned
reinforcers, and drugs of abuse (Pierce & Kumaresan, 2006). Immunohistochemical labeling
studies have shown that LS neurons are recruited when rewarding stimulation of the lateral
hypothalamus occurs (Arvanitogiannis, Flores, Fpfaus, & Shizgal, 1996). These results suggest
that the LS contributes to the reward reinforcement circuitry through its interconnections with the
lateral hypothalamus, the LS major output. Moreover, studies have shown that the LS regulates
motivation through its connections with the mesolimbic dopamine neurons and this regulation
could impact processes related to schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders that exhibit
changes in fear responses and manifest depression (Sheehan et al., 2004). The study of the LS
provides value for understanding psychotic spectrum disorders because it is believed that various
of these disorders are associated with dysregulations of dopamine transmission in the brain.
Unsurprisingly, rat LS activity has been shown to change in response to regular administration of
antipsychotic drugs that target the dopamine pathway (Sheehan et al., 2004). Some of these
drugs have shown to induce motor side effects too, which lead to the suggestion that LS is
somehow involved in locomotion, which will be discussed later in this section.
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The LS has been shown to play a role in modulating anxiety and depression. Lesion
studies done by Singewald et al. (2011) have shown that the lateral septum is involved in stresscoping behavior and in HPA-inhibitory mechanisms. Mice with selective excitotoxic ablation of
their LS showed an increase in their plasma corticosterone and adrenocorticotropic hormone
(ACTH) levels after a forced swim test. Moreover, lesioned animals spent less time struggling and
swimming during a forced swimming session than control animals. These findings indicate that
the LS plays an inhibitory role on stress-induced HPA axis activity and modulates stress coping
behavior, making the LS a regulator of anxiety and depression in animals.
Apart from its role in modulating behavioral responses to stimuli through the reinforcement
circuitry or HPA axis, the LS has been shown to modulate behavior as a function of its morphology
and physiology. The LS volume has been shown to be highly variable yet highly heritable, and
natural variations of the LS volume covary with behavior properties. According to (Talishinsky &
Rosen, 2012), increased LS volume is associated with decreased anxiety, decreased
susceptibility to substance use disorders, and better spatial memory task performance. Because
of the high variability of LS volume and large difference between septum subregion connectivity,
lesion studies that damage both lateral and medial divisions of the septum have provided various
results (Singewald et al., 2011). Therefore, it is important to keep in mind the natural variability of
LS morphology and how this can affect certain aspects of behavior.
The LS has also shown to modulate locomotive behavior, with rostral and caudal areas
modulating motor responses differently due to their different connectivity patterns. The rostral
area of the LS holds bidirectional connections with hypothalamic subregions associated with the
initiation of goal-oriented behaviors, making this rostral region preferentially more involved with
the modulation of motor behavior that arises from social contexts (Risold & Swanson, 1997).
These projections from the hypothalamic medial zone, which further project to the thalamic nuclei
and back to the CA1 field and subiculum, feed into more classic cortico-basal ganglia circuits
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involved in locomotion, orientation, and attention (Risold & Swanson, 1997). On the other hand,
the caudal region of the LS is in a position to modulate the hippocampal theta-rhythm that is
activated in locomotor behavior through its projections to the medial septum and supramammillary
nucleus (Stewart & Fox, 1990). This hippocampal theta-rhythm activated during voluntary
locomotor behavior has shown to affect LS rhythm and has been explicitly studied by Bender and
colleagues. According to (Bender et al., 2015), specific theta frequency optogenetic stimulation
causes entrainment of theta oscillations of LS projections to the lateral hippocampus, reducing
running speed in mice. Their study consisted in first selectively stimulating the GABAergic axons
of the medial septum that project in the dorsal hippocampus through optogenetics. This
stimulation, if done at theta frequencies (6 to 12Hz), caused theta oscillations which were
measured through electrophysiological recordings from the hippocampus. Their interest in theta
frequencies in the hippocampus arises from studies showing that activity of speed-correlated
hippocampal projections has shown to influence frequency of theta oscillations. Therefore, their
next step was to examine whether changing hippocampal theta oscillations affected locomotion
speed. They found a reduction of running speed as a response to entrainment of theta oscillations
in the hippocampus. They also found no change in running speed when optogenetic stimulation
was delivered at non-theta frequencies and found an increase in running speed after 1s of
continuous photo-stimulation pulses. Because the hippocampus sends extensive projections to
subcortical regions via the LS, Bender and colleagues examined theta-rhythmic coordination
between the hippocampus and LS using LFP recordings at both sites. They found LFP coherence
between the CA1 region of the hippocampus and the LS in a theta-rhythmic pattern. They paired
inhibition of the hippocampal axonal projections in the medial septum with entrainment of theta
oscillations and found no change in speed, suggesting that the hippocampus-LS pathway is
crucial for the adjustment of speed by theta oscillations. To specifically study the projections of
the LS to the lateral hypothalamus, they optogenetically stimulated LS GABAergic cells in Vgat-
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Cre mice that project to the lateral hypothalamus. Optogenetic stimulation at a frequency of 9Hz
showed to decrease the average running speed of mice.
The multifaceted modulatory role the LS plays in motivation and locomotion led to the
question of how the LS affects locomotion alone. The main aim of this study is to characterize the
role of the LS in modulation of locomotion, specifically speed. GABAergic cells in the LS were
stimulated optogenetically while mice’s movements were recorded with a motion tracking system
to measure the microscopic effects of LS stimulation on locomotion. Because optogenetic thetafrequency stimulation of LS projections has shown to decrease running speed (Bender et al.,
2015), we expect that stimulation at theta frequencies (6 to 12Hz) of the LS will decrease
movement speed immediately. Because the major LS target is the lateral hypothalamus, a part of
the diencephalic locomotion region which provides downstream signaling of motor command
(Sinnamon, 1993), we expect LS activation to instantaneously modulate running speed when
activated.
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Methods
Subjects
Two Vgat-ires-Cre mice (male, 16 weeks old at the time of surgery) were used for optogenetic
experimentation. These mice express channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) through Cre-dependent viral
expression in vesicular GABA transporters (VGATs) of GABAergic medium spiny neurons
(MSNs). The mice were injected bilaterally with 0.6µl of Cre-inducible ChR2-eYFP in the
dorsolateral septum to transduce lateral septum GABAergic neurons for photo-activation. The
dorsal region of the lateral septum was chosen as a target area.

Surgery
Mice were anesthetized using isoflurane during the surgery and placed into a stereotactic frame.
Meloxicam was injected subcutaneously at a dose of 2mg/kg after the mouse was under
anesthesia but before surgical procedures took place. Holes were drilled bilaterally at AP
+0.14mm and ML ±1.0mm relative to Bregma. Injections of 0.6µl Cre-inducible ChR2-eYFP into
the coordinates described were administered at a rate of 0.1µl/min. Custom-made optic fiber
implants (~5mm length below ferrule and ~85% transmittance) were lowered 2.4mm below brain
surface. Using skull screws and dental acrylic, implants were secured in place. Bupivacaine drops
were administered topically around the cap once the surgery was completed. After surgery, mice
were given two weeks to recover from surgery and for virus to express properly before
experimentation.

Preparation for stimulation and motion tracking
Mice were connected to 473-nm wavelength laser by two sheathed optic fibers that fit into optic
fiber implants for photo-stimulation of ChR2-expressiong neurons in the dorsolateral septum.
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ChR2 was preferentially expressed in GABAergic MSNs of the LS, which project to the lateral
hypothalamus and other brain regions. The laser output was checked before each experimental
session and set to deliver between 15-18mW of power into each hemisphere. For motion tracking,
two reflective spherical markers (6.35mm diameter) were placed on the head and back of mice
before each experimental session, and were removed after each experimental session. The head
marker was attached to the tip of one of the sheathed optic fibers while the back marker was
attached using hair glue (Salon Pro 30 Sec). Markers were removed using hair glue remover
(Salon Pro 30 Sec). The location of the markers was recorded at 100 frames per second using 8
infrared motion-tracking cameras (Motion Analysis) that were placed in a semicircular fashion
around the platform used.

Stimulation
Mice were tested individually and placed in a black elevated square platform (10x10in) for
experimental sessions. Three stimulation parameters were parametrically manipulated: pulse
duration, pulse number, and frequency. For pulse width manipulations, stimulation consisted of a
single pulse that lasted either 10, 20, 30, or 40-ms. During pulse number manipulations,
stimulation trains of 2, 4, and 6 10-ms pulses were delivered at a constant frequency of 10Hz.
Frequency manipulation trials consisted of ten pulse blocks (10-ms square pulse width at 4, 7,
10, and 20Hz). A minimum intertrial interval of 10s was allowed between each stimulation pulse
or stimulation train to prevent mice from learning or expecting stimulation. Mice were allowed to
move freely on the platform for a minute before stimulation was manually triggered and each
experimental session took no longer than 30 minutes. Stimulation was delivered without regard
for the current behavior of the mouse with the exception of not stimulating during periods of
grooming or idleness that took longer than one minute. Stimulation conditions were conducted in
different sessions while individual conditions were randomized through each session until at least
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5 trials for each condition were conducted. Willingness to explore the platform determined the
number of trials conducted in each experimental session for each mouse since mice seemed to
disengage in exploratory behavior and movement after a certain period of time. Laser and motion
capture data was aligned using transistor-transistor logic (TTL) time stamps in the Cerebus dataacquisition system (Blackrock Microsystems).

Data Analysis
Velocity and displacement vectors were calculated from the raw x, y, and z position data
generated in Cortex (Motion Analysis) during motion capture. The z-axis defined a plane normal
to the platform while the x- and y-axes defined planes parallel to the platform. At each time point,
the derivative of the scalar formed by the x-y-z position of each marker was taken to calculate
velocity. A 4s time window was used to estimate average speeds for the frequency parameter.
The speed between stimulation onset and 2s before onset was averaged to provide a prestimulation speed for each stimulation trial. The speed between stimulation onset and 2s after
stimulation was averaged to calculate the post-stimulation speed. For the pulse number
parameter, the speed 1s before stimulation through stimulation onset was used to calculate
average pre-stimulation speed for each individual trial. Post-stimulation speed was calculated by
averaging the speed between stimulation onset and 1s after stimulation. For the pulse width
manipulation, the average post-stimulation speed for each trial was calculated by averaging
speed between stimulation onset and 0.5s after stimulation. The pre-stimulation speed was
calculated by averaging the speed between stimulation onset and 0.5s before stimulation. For
data describing speed in the 10-pulse trials, speed for each individual pulse was an average of
the speed starting at the pulse’s onset until the next pulse’s onset. All data were analyzed using,
GraphPad Prism, and Neuroexplorer. Figures were created in GraphPad Prism.
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Histology
Mice were anaesthetized with isoflurane and perfused with 0.1M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
followed by 4% paraformaldehyde solution after the completion of all stimulation experiments.
After, the brains were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 hours and moved to a 30% sucrose
solution in PBS for another 24 hours. Using a Vibratome 1000 Plus, the brains were sliced into
60-lm coronal sections. Anti-GFP primary antibody and green fluorescent secondary antibody
were used to enhance the fluorescence of cells expressing ChR2-eYFP. Fiber placement was
verified using light microscopy (Axio Zoom.V16; Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany).
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Results
Mice were left to roam freely on platform while stimulation took place. The movement of the
reflective markers placed on the head and back of mice was recorded. Optic fibers were implanted
bilaterally in the dorsolateral striatum and one optic fiber was incorrectly implanted in the lateral
ventricle (Fig. 2A). Channelrhodopsin was expressed in GABAergic neurons of the lateral septum
area in both transgenic mice (Fig. 2B).

Relationship between pulse width and movement speed
Single stimulation pulses delivered to the LS caused a non-significant decrease in average head
and back speeds in mice expressing ChR2 in GABAergic neurons of the LS (Fig. 4). Longer pulse
widths of stimulation seem to decrease speed more than shorter pulse widths. For pulse widths
longer than 10ms, average head speed after stimulation was lower than average head speed
before stimulation. The difference between pre-stimulation head speed and post-stimulation head
speed is not significant. For the back marker, stimulation caused a non-significant decrease of
speed for the pulse widths of 20 and 40ms. Overall, the 40ms parameter was the most effective
at reducing movement speed, making it the pulse width of choice for pulse number manipulations.
A two-way ANOVA for the head speed data with pulse width and stimulation as factors revealed
a significant effect of pulse width (F = 3.25, p = 0.03) and no significant effect on stimulation (F =
0.81, p = 0.38) or interaction between factors (F = 0.32, p = 0.81). For back speed, a two-way
ANOVA with pulse width and stimulation as factors revealed no significant effect for either factors
or the interaction between them. A two-way ANOVA with body part and pulse width as factors
revealed no significant main effect of body part (F = 0.00, p = 0.99), no significant main effect of
pulse width (F = 1.37, p = 0.2574), and no significant interaction between these factors (F = 0.18,
p = 0.9127).
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Relationship between pulse number and movement speed
Stimulation did not cause a significant change in head and back speed as a function of number
of pulses contained in a single stimulation bout (Fig. 5). For the head marker, a pulse number of
4 or 6 caused a decrease in average speed after stimulation but a pulse number of 2 did not
cause any change in speed. For the back marker, only a pulse number of 4 caused a decrease
in average speed compared to pre-stimulation speed. A pulse number of 6 did not cause a
decrease in speed while a stimulation train of 2 pulses increased the average speed after
stimulation. Two-way ANOVA tests for both head and back speed data with pulse number and
stimulation revealed no significant main effect on either factor or the interaction between them.
A two-way ANOVA test with body part and pulse number as factors revealed no significant main
effect of body part (F = 0.20, p = 0.82), no effect of pulse number (F = 0.13, p = 0.72), and no
interaction between them.

Relationship between stimulation frequency and movement speed
Raw data perievent rasters for a representative mouse show that stimulation of the GABAergic
neurons expressing ChR2 in the LS decreases head and back speed regardless of stimulation
frequency (Fig. 3A). For all frequencies tested, there seems to be a speed decrease after
stimulation onset (time = 0). Moreover, higher frequencies seem to have a longer-lasting effect
on speed reduction if we compare the time windows in which speed decreased for each
frequency. A 20Hz frequency caused a sharp linear decrease in head and back speed that lasted
for the length of the stimulation (2 seconds). Stimulations of 7 and 10Hz caused a head and back
speed decrease that also lasted for most of the length of the stimulation (2 seconds) but were not
as precipitous as the 20Hz speed decrease. A 4Hz frequency stimulation caused a short-lasting
decrease of speed for both the head and back markers. There was a similar effect of stimulation
on the other mouse, although not as clear as the representative mouse’s data (Fig. 3B).
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Frequencies of 4, 7 and 10Hz seem to cause a linear decrease in head speed for this particular
mouse. Back speed for the 4 and 7Hz parameter contains spikes for this mouse and is probably
due to altered nature of this particular mouse.
For both mice, two-second stimulation bouts at 4, 7, 10, or 20Hz frequencies caused a
non-significant decrease of head and body speed (Fig. 6A). Two-second 10Hz frequency
stimulation bouts caused a significant head and back speed reduction compared to average
baseline speed. For stimulation frequencies of 4, 7, and 20Hz, head speed after stimulation
decreased compared to pre-stimulation speed. For the back marker, stimulation at 4Hz caused a
non-significant increase in speed compared to pre-stimulation speed. Frequencies of 7 and 20Hz
did not cause any change in back speed compared to baseline speed. A two-way ANOVA for the
head speed data with frequency and stimulation as factors revealed a significant effect of
frequency (F = 2.79, p = 0.05), no significant effect on stimulation (F = 1.57, p = 0.22), and no
interaction between these factors. Altogether, it seems like the best parameter to see a decrease
in speed in both head and back markers is 10Hz stimulation. Moreover, head markers were more
susceptible to speed changes than back markers in stimulation tests.
The head speed for the first ten pulses from each frequency parameter were plotted
through time (Fig. 6B). As a result of the head marker data showing more pronounced speed
changes than the back marker data, these plots focus only on head speed throughout time.
Stimulation at 7 and 10Hz caused a decrease in head speed through time, suggesting photostimulation at these frequencies caused an additive effect in speed. Stimulation at 4 and 20Hz
frequencies did not cause an evident decrease in head speed like the one seen in the 7 and 10Hz
parameters. Speed for these frequencies changed throughout time, increasing or decreasing
compared to baseline. For the 4Hz frequency parameter, speed decreased for the first three
pulses, increased to baseline for the fifth pulse, and decreased in the seventh pulse. For the 20Hz
frequency, speed increased relative to baseline for the first five pulses and then decreased in the
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eighth pulse. These increases and decreases could be due to outliers in the data or could suggest
an oscillatory effect of speed at these frequencies. It is to be noted that time between each pulse
varies according to frequency, so a 10-pulse stimulation at lower frequencies will be overall longer
than a 10-pulse stimulation at a high frequency.
Moreover, the head speed for the two seconds after stimulation start for each frequency
parameter was plotted through time (Fig. 6C). As a result of the head marker data showing more
pronounced speed changes than the back marker data, these plots focus only on head speed
throughout time. Stimulation at all frequencies caused a decrease in speed compared to baseline
speed at a certain point within the two seconds of stimulation. Stimulation at a frequency of 7Hz
caused a linear decrease in speed throughout the time of stimulation. Stimulation frequencies of
10 Hz caused a rapid decrease in head speed for the first second of stimulation and an increase
in speed and highly variable speed for the last second of stimulation. Stimulation at 20 Hz seems
to have caused an irregular decrease in head speed for the duration of the stimulation bout.
Stimulation at 4 Hz caused a variable change in speed, with speed decreasing for the first second
of stimulation and oscillating for the last second of stimulation. Note that the most variable data is
the 10 Hz data. This graph differs from Fig. 6B since this shows head speed for a fixed time of
two seconds after stimulation for all frequencies of stimulation.
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Discussion
Although the optogenetic control of LS projections and its effect on locomotion have already been
studied, there have been no studies that precisely measured effects of LS stimulation on
locomotion with a 3D motion tracking device until this study. Measuring head and body speed as
a function of optogenetic stimulation of the GABAergic neurons in the LS at a rate of 100 frames
per second allowed for a detailed description of the effects of stimulation and for the comparison
of locomotion effects between different stimulation parameters.
The data collected suggest that certain frequencies of stimulation decrease movement
speed throughout time. In agreement with the study published by Bender et al. (2015) on the
effects of LS projections stimulation on locomotion, theta frequencies (frequencies between 6 and
12Hz) were the most effective in reducing movement speed in free roaming mice. This study
differs from theirs since we looked at specific speeds of body parts in a millisecond scale though
the use of the 3D motion tracking device. The degree at to which we can analyze the body speed
allowed us to look at how the speed changes as a function of different stimulation parameters and
as a function of time. Our time course data and raw data plots suggested that optogenetic
stimulation of the LS causes a linear decrease in body speed that lasts throughout the course of
stimulation. For all frequencies of stimulation, there was a noticeable decrease in speed yet some
frequencies caused less of an effect. Stimulation at theta frequencies were the most robust at
decreasing speed. Our study differs from Bender et al. (2015) since they compared running speed
during 10s epochs of optogenetically entrained theta oscillations while we compared stimulation
that lasted no longer than 2.5s at different frequencies without checking for entrainment of theta
oscillations. Their ability to measure theta entrainment fidelity was crucial to their significant
findings of decrease in running speed, making this a cause of the lack of significant results in our
study.
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The main input of the LS is the dorsal hippocampus and the theta rhythm of this region
has been a major point of study for understanding brain rhythms and behavior. Theta rhythms of
the hippocampus have shown to be associated with gross voluntary movements such as running,
rearing and jumping (Vanderwolf, 1969). Bender et al. (2015) looked for entrainment of theta
oscillations in the LS in relation to hippocampal theta and found that higher entrainment fidelity
correlated with lower running speed. It could be possible that theta rhythms of the hippocampus
and LS were disrupted with optogenetic stimulation that was not locked to theta oscillations,
leading to our insignificant results. The previous studies that focus on the theta oscillation
connectivity between the hippocampus and LS have suggested that bottom-up modulation from
the LS to the hippocampus works in conjunction with top-down feedback from the hippocampus
to locomotor circuits. Our ability to manipulate movement speed through optogenetic stimulation
of the LS alone suggests that bottom-up regulation of locomotion could be carried through,
although the intricate interconnections the LS holds with several brain regions could modulate
other top-down processes that affect locomotion.
The two mice used for this study yielded very different results, with one showing stronger
effects of stimulation than the other. This might be due to an incorrect placement of the optic fibers
or virus injection in surgical procedures, since an optic fiber targeted the left lateral ventricle, and
not the lateral septum, for the second mouse. Even though stimulation was avoided in periods
where mice were grooming, reaching out of the platform, or sitting idly for more than a minute,
mice’s spontaneous behavior could lead to outliers in data. Spikes of speed in data plots could
be due to mice scratching their face rapidly with their feet or reaching out to their acrylic cap. A
limitation on measuring movement speed of free roaming mice was the mice’s narrow time
window of exploration and consequently movement in experimentation sessions. Mice seemed to
stop engaging in exploratory behavior as time passed in each experimental session, making it
difficult to measure speed if they were inactive for certain periods of time. This could be controlled
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for by creating a task that could force mice to move at a constant speed throughout each
experimental session. Measuring the effects of LS stimulation on constantly-moving mice could
allow for the study of LS stimulation on regulating the maintenance of movement and speed.
Further studies that measure effects of stimulation of LS paired with blocking or dissociating input
from the hippocampus to the LS would allow for specifying the role of the LS only in regulating
movement.
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List of Figures

Fig 1. Afferent and efferent connections of the lateral septum.
Adapted from (Sheehan et al., 2004). Diagram shows a summary of LS inputs and outputs, with
the major input being the hippocampus and the major output being the hypothalamus, as signaled
by the thicker arrows. Double sided arrows show brain regions that are interconnected with the
LS. Amy: amygdala; BNST: bed nucleus of the stria terminalis; EC: entorhinal cortex; LC: locus
ceruleus; LDT: laterodorsal tegmentum; MS/DBB: medial septum/diagonal band of Broca; NA:
nucleus accumbens; PAG: periaqueductal gray; PFC: prefrontal cortex; Thal: thalamus; VTA:
ventral tegmental area.
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A

B

Fig 2. Histological confirmation of fiber placement and ChR2 expression
A Optic fiber placement in the lateral septum. Coronal section corresponding to AP +0.14mm
(relative to Bregma) showing placement of three optic fibers in the dorsolateral septum and one
optic fiber in the lateral ventricle. B Coronal section with GFP staining on the ChR2-eYFP fusion
protein in the GABAergic neurons of the dorsolateral septum. Staining shows expression of ChR2eYFP in the dorsolateral septum (LSD) as a result of virus injection. LV: lateral ventricle; cc:
corpus callosum.
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A

B

Fig 3. LS stimulation seems to decrease head and body speed
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Perievent histograms, distributed by frequency of stimulation, describing the speed of two VGAT
mice (A and B for different mice) during 4Hz pulse train, 7Hz pulse train, 10Hz pulse train, and
20Hz pulse train stimulation conditions (10ms pulse width, 2 second stimulation, 473nm
wavelength). Data show speed two seconds before stimulation, during a two-second stimulation
period starting at time 0, and two seconds after stimulation. Left column graphs show head speed
and right column graphs show back speed for respective mice.
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Fig 4. LS stimulation decreases average head and back speed non-significantly as a
function of pulse width
Average movement speed before and after a single photo-stimulation pulse of either 10ms, 20ms,
30ms, or 40ms in length (n = 2 mice, average of 5-6 trials per mouse). Pulse widths of 20, 30, and
40ms seem to decrease the average movement speed while the 10ms pulse width condition does
not cause a decrease in average speed. Pre-stimulation data corresponds to the average of the
speeds 0.5s before stimulation to stimulation onset. Post-stimulation average speed corresponds
to the average of the speed between stimulation onset and 0.5s after stimulation.
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Fig 5. LS stimulation does not affect average head and body speed as a function of pulse
number.
Average speed of mice distributed by number of pulses delivered in a single trial of photostimulation (n = 2 mice, average of 5-6 trials per mouse). A single stimulation trial consisted of 2,
4 or 6 40-ms pulses delivered at 10Hz. Increasing the number of pulses decreased the average
head speed relative to baseline for trials consisting of four pulses or longer. Delivery of two pulses
did not decrease average head or back speed. Pre-stimulation data is the average baseline speed
1s before each stimulation bout onset and post-stimulation data is the average speed taken from
speed between stimulation onset and 1s after stimulation.
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A

B
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C

Fig 6. LS stimulation decreases average head and body speed as a function of frequency.
Movement speed (n = 2 mice, average of 7-8 trials per mouse) for 4, 7, 10, and 20Hz pulse train
stimulation conditions (10ms pulse width, 10 pulse stimulation, 473nm wavelength). A For head
speed, stimulation non-significantly decreased the average movement speed for all frequencies.
For back speed, stimulation did not show any significant decrease in average speed. Prestimulation data is the average of the speed 2s before stimulation onset to stimulation onset. Poststimulation data is the average of the speed between stimulation onset and 2s after stimulation
start. B Normalized movement speed through time as a function of stimulation frequency. Average
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speed between each pulse delivery was calculated for the first 10 pulses of a 2s stimulation. Data
was normalized to average speed between stimulation onset and 1s before stimulation. C
Normalized movement speed on a 2s period as a function of stimulation frequency. Stimulation
length of 2s was broken down into intervals of 0.2s each and averages of each interval were
plotted. Data was normalized to average speed between stimulation onset and 1s before
stimulation.
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